
 

Laduma! Techsys Digital and Tafel Lager create a
WhatsApp win for soccer fans

The African Cup of Nations (AFCON) is one of the biggest soccer events on the continent, and beer brand Tafel Lager
wanted to provide consumers with a free platform to follow the event. Weathermen & Techsys conceptualised a Whatsapp
soccer portal that allowed consumers to follow their favourite team, check results/fixtures and more, all while on-the-go.

To make the platform as consumer-centric as possible, Techsys housed the platform on both USSD and WhatsApp
channels, giving the public the choice to decide for themselves how they wished to interact. This approach allowed the
platform to be accessible across consumer income groups, since WhatsApp is highly cost-effective in terms of data usage,
whereas USSD lines can be accessed from feature phones.

And interact they did! Tafel motivated consumers to engage by rewarding them with instant prizes, like airtime. The
campaign made use of the functionality that WhatsApp provides, such as the ability to seamlessly exchange videos. By
sending through a video demonstrating how you show support for your Namibian team, consumers were entered into the
Grand Prize Draw.

To up the ante even more, the campaign lines encouraged consumers to predict game scores. Close predictions were
rewarded with instant prizes, and soccer fans became even more invested in The Beautiful Game.

The campaign exceeded the consumer acquisition target by over 260%, with the average consumer interacting 24 times –
needless to say, consumers were engaged with the campaign.
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Want to partner with Techsys Digital on a project?

Contact us today:

Johannesburg Office: 071 877 0931
Cape Town: 021 788 6896

Email: az.oc.syshcet@ofni

Or visit our website or Facebook page!
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